
Quite a few Grapes customers are already 
familiar with Barrell Bourbon. It has been one of 
the most popular Bourbons in the store over the 
last couple of years, with a lot of repeat 
purchases. What many of you might not realize 
is that you're not alone in your appreciation for 
the brand. Each release of Barrell whiskies is 
met with widespread critical acclaim, and it has 
built a kind of cult following that eagerly awaits 
each new release.

Some of you may recall the story from previous 
offers. I first met Joe Beatrice in January of 
2014, when he stopped by with a sample of his 
first product. Barrell Bourbon Batch #1 was a 
cask strength beauty, distilled in Tennessee 
and aged for 5 years in Kentucky. I was more 
than a little impressed.  They are now on to 
Batch #8 of the Bourbon, and have added a 
couple batches of Barrell Whiskey (aged in 
used Bourbon barrels instead of new charred 
oak) along the way. The whiskies have all fallen 
in the 5-9 year old range, which most Bourbon 
people will tell you is the sweet spot age-wise. 
The noteworthy thing is that each batch has 
been as impressive as the first. Each release 
has been created to meet a different flavor 
profile, with different sources, mash bills and 
ages. The common thread is that they have all 
been unique, singular and outstanding 
expressions of Bourbon. With all the talk about 
the low Bourbon stocks, mostly perpetuated by 
big distillers as justification for rising prices, 
one has to wonder how Barrell keeps finding all 
the great casks they do. Besides having an 
impeccable palate, Joe is quite personable, and 
a tireless worker who clearly enjoys what he 
does. Those last two attributes might be the key 
to the relationships he has built in the industry, 
which leads to his consistent sourcing of 
outstanding barrels of whiskey. That, coupled 
with the fact that the Bourbon "shortage" isn't 
as much of a shortage as some like to let on.
Given our history with Barrell Bourbon, the 
opportunity to taste some single cask samples 
was a no-brainer. The only question was, 
considering how exceptional and unique each 
of their normal small batch releases are, would 
the single casks be distinctive enough to 
warrant buying a whole cask? They were. I  
eventually narrowed the candidates down to 
two, which, frankly, I liked equally well. The 
cask I chose, however, is just the more 
complete whiskey, with everything a Bourbon 
lover could ask for. Named by the Barrel 
Bourbon people as the "Crystal Barrel", it was 
described to me as "crazy unique."
 
The store goes like this...Apparently there was 
some seepage from the barrel, and while the 
leak was caught early and the barrel turned 
upside down, the leaked Bourbon sat on top of 
the barrel for a while. When it caught sunlight 
through a window, it appeared as though it had 
crystalized. This may have been the reason for 
the slightly lower output, and lower ABV (if you 
consider 118 proof lower alcohol), of this 
particular cask. The leak may also have 
contributed somehow to the exceptionally 
concentrated flavors. This cask is powerful, 
complex, and full of character, checking off all 
the classic Bourbon boxes while remaining a 
singular expression.
 
I've never been a fan of the oft-used statement, 
"if you don't like this brand of x, then you don't 
like x." Tastes are too personal to make a 
blanket statement like that, and you never know 
what might make someone like or dislike 
something. That being said, if you don't like 
this exclusive Grapes cask of Barrell Bourbon, 
then you are most likely not a fan of Bourbon! 
And this is the only place you can get it.
 
If this does not sell out immediately, it will be 
$99.99 on the shelf. However, I expect this to be 
gone before its arrival!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tRFtWWOSlssmwQNSjSXZbe-icUBDaFjR53MQ1PK1ZWQtDYf6qdJwMQmMoh4Fa0nfBGfi_fJR-Bsfk0un1Zi4iAMA-BaLV1-mDWAXdQbTv_7zhypwDaQB76uhJZt8a5WSHB2kIaSlsCeNRzq_HzPrgZA73q-JDTVk5MvbnvzcdJVvrHfJMKSh_A==&c=U7IQ8Z6P8M_XgguW62Dk4-x9c89dYoiB6XoJkuf0QEcSll9F6d_sWA==&ch=tVyNlQhNjnvf5MMUJIv2nsFjY2iQis5iPYyK4XuI09JyrK6gDf3j-A==
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